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SINCE THE RE-SCHEDULING OF CANNABIS BASED MEDICAL PRODUCTS IN
2018, GPS HAVE NOTICED A SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF
PATIENTS ASKING ABOUT MEDICINAL CANNABIS.
Medical cannabis within primary healthcare is not a subject unique to the UK. Cannabis on prescription for
medical purposes is legal in over 50 countries across the globe and within these countries, GPs make up the
majority of main prescribers and have been enabling access for patients in Canada, USA, Germany and
Australia to name a few.
UK GPs are likely to be finding themselves in a gatekeeper role or seen as perceived experts by patients,
despite having limited knowledge and training in the field. At present they are just learning about medical
cannabis, however there is a groundswell towards change. The knowledge and attitudes of UK GPs towards
medical cannabis are largely unknown and no study exists to date that has formally assessed the views of GPs
on this subject matter.
The survey of 1,005 GPs with a proportional split across the devolved nations and the standard regions of
England was conducted via a third party questionnaire in January 2021 with insights including:
Over the counter CBD and medical cannabis are subjects that are both commonly discussed within GP
consultations across the UK.
Overall, GPs do appear to be largely conservative in their attitudes to medical cannabis treatments. There
are however a significant proportion who recognise a role for medical cannabis within clinical practice and
for more active GP engagement and prescribing.
More than half of GPs (51%) believe that cannabis-based medicines could benefit patients who have
exhausted licensed medicines and over a quarter (27%) recognised cannabis-based medicine as a tool to
improve quality of life. 24% believed it can help with multi-symptom management and 22% believed it can
help reduce dependence on other prescribed medications.
73% of GP respondents were either positive or neutral about the role of specialist GP medical cannabis
prescribers. Nearly a quarter (24%) of respondents believed that GP’s should have the ability to prescribe
and oversee medical cannabis now.
There was wide support for use of cannabis-based medicines in the treatment of spasticity in MS,
intractable epilepsy, palliative care and chronic cancer pain but use in the treatment of mental health
disorders such as anxiety, depression, PTSD and insomnia was supported by only a small proportion of
respondents (despite the widescale use of over-the-counter CBD for these conditions and medical cannabis
prescriptions for mood disorders making up significant numbers within private medical cannabis clinics).
The main concerns identified were the fact the majority of cannabis-based medicines products are
unlicensed (72%) as well as a lack of evidence of efficacy (68%). To learn more, GPs want quick online
reference content that’s relevant to their profession. 48% of respondents asked for clear and concise
summaries of the most up to date evidence-based research on cannabis-based medicines. 46% asked for
accredited GP focussed e-learning and 41% chose quick reference / desktop guidance as their preferred
choice.
This survey provides valuable insight into the current attitudes and knowledge of UK general practitioners
towards medical cannabis and also presents opportunities to help shape the future needs of GPs and to explore
the wider role of GP participation within this evolving area of clinical medicine.
Full publication expected end of June 2021

